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Assessment Overview
The LLM in International Law program assesses five learning outcomes over a year course of study: Analysis, Research and Reasoning; Context of the Legal Profession; Legal Writing; Professional Skills; and Substantive Law. Student learning in this LLM program is assessed using direct measures such as presentations, course/program examinations, research papers, or capstone assignments/projects. Collectively these measures allow us to determine the level and quality of education attained by our students.

Results Summary
The LLM in International law is a one-year full-time program of advanced study of law. The participant already possesses the underlying degree, either a JD from an ABA accredited U.S. school or the equivalent from a foreign university. The coursework is primarily upper level courses dealing with specific areas in the subject matter of the degree. Each course uses different assessment methods depending on the course material and the best methods of assessment. The assessment outcomes focus on the five learning outcomes listed above.